Abstract-A topic detection model based on hierarchical clustering for Chinese microblog is proposed in this paper. In order to minimize the impact of noise, we optimize the feature selection and weight computation method and use a new scoring method to filter out those topic-unrelated tweets. We also give an improved topic detection algorithm which uses a new vector distance calculation method and center vector updating method. It is shown by the experiment that this method can filter out majority of the topic-unrelated tweets and identify microblog topics accurately and efficiently. The study of microblog topic detection method can help users and service providers find out microblog hot topics dynamically.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, microblogging services are more and more popular. And it is slowly moving into the mainstream.
Unlike traditional blogging service, microblogging service is based on social network. People can share what they observe in their surroundings, information about events, their opinions about certain topics, and even their whereabouts updates with microblogging. Moreover, one can also follow other microbloggers to request their updates be delivered in real time. Microblogging also provides many other functions such as retweet or repost, commenting, etc. People can retweet microblog with the "//@username:" format. The "#hashtag#" format means the message is related to a particularly topic. In addition, microblogs can be written or received with a variety of computing devices, including cell phones. It has empowered people themselves to act as sensors or sources of data which could lead to important pieces of information. Moreover, various metadata can be extracted from the posts, such as location, time, and name. Aggregate analysis of these data includes different dimensions like space, time, theme, sentiment, network structure etc., and gives researchers an opportunity to understand social perceptions of people in the context of certain events of interest.
The target of topic detection is to classify the large amount of tweets according to their topic. Microblog topic detection differs from traditional topic detection in three aspects: firstly, microblogs or tweets are brief (typically 140 -200 characters); secondly, tweet topics increase quickly; thirdly, there are too much topic noise involved in tweets.
Our research focus on hot tweet topic finding, related tweets clustering, and tweet topic keyword extraction. In this paper, we study data from Sina Weibo(one of the most visited microblogging website in China), and propose a topic detection method based on hierarchical clustering for Chinese microblog. Microblog topic detection can help users find out hot tweet topics more effectively, and help the providers improve their microblogging services.
II. RELATED WORK [1] proposes an algorithm for internet public opinion hotspot detection and analysis based on K-means and SVM. The authors use traditional vector space model in text expression, then perform K-means clustering and SVM classifiers on the documents to detect internet public opinion hotspot and classify following texts into corresponding classes. However, K-means is sensitive to noises, while there are many topic unrelated tweets in microblogs. This algorithm cannot reduce such noise influence. In fact, the algorithm is used for traditional websites, so it is not suitable for microblog. [2] studies characteristics of breaking news in Twitter and propose a method to collect, group, rank and track breaking news in Twitter. The authors index each tweet and grouped similar tweets together. They also propose a measurement to score each group and rank the groups according to the score. [3] proposes a detecting method for sudden topics on microblog based on the dynamic sliding window. The authors use windows to extract the information with potential sudden features, compute feature weight and build VSM with TF-IDF function which is combined with semantic. Then, they used improved Single-Pass clustering algorithm to generate the final clustering. This method is simple and accurate, but its miss rate is quite high. Furthermore, this method only focuses on finding sudden topics. [4] proposes a news topics mining approach from microblog. The author uses the word frequency and growing rate in the time window to generate a compound weight and extract news keywords, and then cluster keywords and detect news topic by incremental clustering method. But the experimental result shows that this method cannot get high precision rate and high recall rate at the same time. The social network analysis layout algorithm propose in [11] is based on domain ontologies, which can help to find weibo topic. Besides the studies above, Sina Weibo also provides a hot topic list. But the topics are ranked simply by the number of tweets posted by users in specific microtopic sites. It may involve in a lot noises, because those topic-unrelated tweets posted at these sites are included, while other topic-related tweets that are not posted at these sites are ignored. 
III. TOPIC DETECTION MODEL
The main task of topic detection is to recognize the beginning of any new topic from a large number of news, classify a news report by topic clusters, and establish new topic clusters when needed. Most topic detection algorithms are based on clustering algorithms. At first a vector space model is used to describe news report and topics, and then the similarities between different vectors are calculated to cluster those vectors based on some certain strategy.
For microblog, the goal of topic detection is to detect topics from large amount of tweets and classify those tweets into corresponding topic clusters while ignoring those topic-unrelated tweets (called noise) . Although traditional topic detection technology is quite mature, the topic detection method for microblog should pay more attention on following aspects: 1) the optimization of data pretreatment; 2) the optimization of feature selection; 3) the optimization of text representation model; 4) the optimization of topic clustering algorithm. In this paper, we propose a new topic detection model for Chinese microblog. Figure 1 shows the basic procedure of the model. At first we collect all the tweets that are posted within a specified time window. These tweets are sent to the data pretreatment module. In this module, some useless information in the tweets is removed first. After word segmentation and POS (Part Of Speech) tagging, these tweets turn to feature selection module. Here, some topic representative words are selected as features, and we can calculate every tweet's feature weight and get its vector expression by vector space model. With this vector set, we use the topic clustering algorithm to get topic clusters.
A. Data Pretreatment
Data pretreatment is the first step for text processing. It transforms an original text string into term string or some specific symbol string. For each tweet in the collected dataset, there are two tasks in data pretreatment: useless information filtering, word segmentation and POS (Part Of Speech) tagging.
Filtering useless information means removing meaningless text or symbols in the tweet, such as some format related text content, url, special characteristics or emotion icons [5] . Sina Weibo provides some specific format to implement the function of retweeting, mentioning etc. For example, "@username" means mentioning a user in a tweet, "//@username:" is the format for retweeting. Such format related text should be removed at first, because usually they are not topicrelated. Special characteristics, url and emotion icons are also topic-unrelated. They will lead to noise and influence word segmentation, so these texts should also be removed during data pretreatment. However, text in "#hashtag#" format should be reserved because they represent a topic directly. For example, after filtering, an original Chinese tweet "#请停止虐待儿童# 小孩太可怜 了[愤怒] @小 Q http://t.cn/zluGttf" will be transformed to "请停止虐待儿童 小孩太可怜了". [6] for this task. ICTCLAS is a Chinese grammar analysis system which is developed by Chinese academy of sciences. ICTCLAS is good at Chinese segmentation. It also supports POS tagging, named entity recognition and new word recognition. After word segmentation, we can get many pairs of "word / POS tagging". For example, after word segmentation and POS tagging the Chinese sentence "雷锋在我心中" will be transformed into the following pairs: "雷锋/nr 在/p 我/r 心中/s". Table 1 shows the POS tagging set we used.
B. Vector Representation
The commonly used text expression model includes LM (Language Model) and VSM [7] (Vector Space Model 
1) Feature Selection
Method based on document frequency, mutual information, or information gain can be used as feature selection method to extract the most representative features [8, 9, 12] . In this paper, we use the feature selection method based on document frequency.
Given the dataset of tweets in a time window, we use all the words obtained after data pretreatment as the initial feature space. Words with different POS contribute differently to the expression of a topic. Usually, the key words of a topic-related tweet including nouns, names, location, time, numbers, verbs and adjectives, are much more meaningful in topic representation than the others like particle, pronouns, prepositions and modal particle. To improve the efficiency of the algorithm, we only take nine kinds of words into consideration. They are nouns, names, location, time, numbers, verbs, adjectives, organization names and other proper nouns. Therefore, we remove all other words except these nine kinds of words from the feature space at first.
We choose two suitable thresholds, a higher one, and a lower one. For each remaining feature in the feature space, say i t , we count the number of the tweets that exist the feature. When the number or the frequency, say
, is lower or higher than the specific threshold, the feature item i t will be removed from the feature space.
Because too low frequency of a feature reflects it is not representative, while too high frequency reflects it is not distinguishable. We also exclude the feature item whose length is smaller than 2, because one character word are not so representative either. The feature selection method based on frequency is quite simple, and it can exclude noise, reduce feature dimension quickly and efficiently. All of these are helpful to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm. The items in the final feature space will be used as features in the vector space model. Also, we keep a vector FV that shows each feature's times of occurrences, which will be used for the computation of distance between two vectors later in section III.C. 2) Feature Weight There are two main methods to calculate feature weight: Boolean weight and TF-IDF (term frequencyinverse document frequency) weight. Usually, TF-IDF measure is used for general text model representation. Because tweet is very short and there's little length difference for most tweets, TF is meaningless. On the other hand, IDF makes the lower frequency features in the total dataset have higher weight since it stresses those distinguishable words. In fact, for topic detection, the words with higher frequency are more likely to be a topic keyword. That is to say, these words contribute more to topic representation. So TF-IDF measure is not appropriate for microblog topic detection.
Here, we use Boolean weight to compute the tweet feature weight. The formula is as follows: 
C. Topic Detection 1) Noise Exclusion
There exist a large amount of tweets which are topic-unrelated. Such tweets not only lead to a lot of noise, but also influence the efficiency of the clustering method. So we should remove these topic-unrelated tweets as early as possible.
After feature selection and weights computation, for each tweet in the dataset, we can get its vector expression, and calculate its topic-related likelihood. to be a topic keyword. According to the formula above, when a tweet contains the feature items with high frequency, it is very likely topic-related, and the score will be high. When a tweet does not contain or only contains the feature items with low frequency, its score will be low, and it might be topic-unrelated.
So, if we choose suitable score threshold, we can cut those topic-unrelated tweets with low score and reduce the noise in clustering algorithm.
2) Topic Clustering Algorithm
Our topic detection algorithm is based on incremental clustering. We use the remained topic-related tweets as the input data set for our algorithm.
The topic detection algorithm proposed in this paper is as follows:
Input (8) ) ( center V update (9) set mark the cluster as noise (16) output cluster result In the proposed algorithm, the first tweet input will be an individual topic cluster. Then, for each new created topic clusters, it will check all un-classified tweets to see whether it can be classified into the new created topic cluster. If the answer is yes, we classify this tweet and update . When all the tweet topics are discrete, it reaches the worst condition.
We can use the distance between a tweet vector and the topic cluster's center vector to determine whether the tweet can be classified into the cluster. The distance between ) ,..., , ( Therefore, if two objects contain the same features, the distance will be short; when two objects contain different features, distance will be long. That is to say, the shorter distance between two tweets means they belong to the same cluster more likely. Moreover, i fv can strengthen the impact of features with high frequency.
For example, given following data:
We can get: 
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. Data Set
We choose six hot topics on the date of June 11 th , 2012. These topics range from social problems, education, science, technology to entertainment. Among these topics, the topic of "高考迟到母跪求无果" and "为高考隐瞒母 亲死讯" have duplicate keywords such as"高考"、"母 亲", while the topic of "英雄司机吴斌" and "双胞胎孕 妇救人" have duplicate keywords too, such as"英雄"、 " 最美" 、 " 救 ", etc. We use such topics to test our proposed algorithm. Whether it can tell the difference between these topics or not?
We collect tweets randomly through the website scratching method and open APIs provided by sina weibo, no matter the tweet is topic-related or not. Table 2 shows the topics and number of tweets associated with each topic. 
The smaller
Miss P and FA P shows the better algorithm. Our goal is to keep both of them as small as possible.
C. Experiments
In our test data set, tweets topics are various, such as: Using the vector space model, the above tweets can be expressed as:
Then we calculate each tweet's score to filter out those noise data. Here we set the lowest score as 1500.
After this noise exclusion, the tweets numbers of each topic are showed in Table IV . It shows that this noise exclusion algorithm can filters out most of the noise data, especially for those topic-unrelated tweets. At last, we use the remaining tweets as input for topic clustering and classifying. For each topic clusters that are not noise, we can get corresponding topic keywords based on its center vector and the feature space. Table V shows the final result.
D. Experimental Results
For evaluation, we calculate the corresponding miss rate and false rate of each topic as follows: (9) The result of our algorithm is quite satisfactory, because both miss rate and false rate are low enough.
The experiment result shows that our method can filter out most noise and resist against these noisy tweets, our clustering algorithm can identify the topics from large amount of tweets accurately and classify tweets to their corresponding topic clusters correctly.
V. CONCLUSTION
In this paper we analysis the characteristic and difficulty of microblog topic detection, and provide a topic detection model for Chinese microblogs. We describe the procedural of data pretreatment, feature selection, weight computation, text representation of the model, and noise tweet filtering. We also propose a new topic detection algorithm based on hierarchical clustering, using an improved method for the computing of distance between different tweets. This proposed topic detection method is easy to implement, and the following experiment shows that it is more efficient and more effective than traditional method. Moreover, this method has low miss rate and false rate, which means it is robust to noisy tweet influence.
